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Study of CP-violation and determination of Higgs boson 
properties at future colliders 
llus thesls reports our studies of different posslble ways of determirung the properbes 
of a Hlggs boson at an e+e- llnear colllder as well as a yy colllder Major part of these 
studies are performed in a model Independent way but we also illustrate some of the 
issues by taking example of the mrumal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) We 
have constructed observables lnvolvlng lunemabcal distnbubons and polarizahons of 
the parbcles lnvolved m the processes we consider Some of these observables are 
specific to the reacbons we chosen to consider, whle some are more general and have 
potenbal to probe physics beyond the SM in other processes, parkcularly at a hadroruc 
colllder 
In the operung chapter we introduce the Standard Model (SM) of the parbcle physlcs 
and ~ t s  mlrumal supersymmetric extension, the MSSM We then discuss the model In- 
dependent approach to the study of the Higgs boson. We gve a small summary of 
present experimental constraints of possible new physlcs m the Hlggs sector Slnce the 
top-quark mass is very close to the electroweak brealung scale, studies of processes 
involvmg the t-quark are expected to provide us with the polnters to probe the phe- 
nomenon of spontaneous symmetry breaklng (SSB) and hence to test the Hlggs mech- 
arusm of mass generabon m the SM and the MSSM The Higgs bosons coupling to a 
pair of rnasslve gauge bosons also hold key mformabon about the SSB. Hence, we look 
at a few h g h  energy processes involving t-quarks, W/Z-boson and Higgs boson as a 
probe of posslble physlcs beyond the SM and/or to test the valldity of the SM 
In the second chapter, we dlscuss the possibll~ty of uslng polarizabon of lnltnal state 
and final state parhcles in a p e n  reactton as a probe of Higgs mteracbon lncludlng 
posslble CP-violahon We dlscuss the density matr~x formalism for produckon and 
decay of polar~zed parhcles and for polarized beams One can construct three differ- 
ent type of observables using polarization those involving ~nlbal state polanzabon, 
ones lnvolvlng final state polarlzabon alone and ones involvlng polar~zations of both 
the irutial and the final states Inibal state beam wlth specific polarizations can be pre- 
pared and thus experiments with a gven iruhal state polarizabon can be performed 
On the other hand, final state polarlzatlon are determined by the nature of the interac- 
hons involved as well as the irutlal state polar~zabon Among the SM fermlons t-quark 
and T-lepton are the only ones whose polarizabon is amenable to measurement We 
construct observables involving the polarizatron of the t/.r produced in a gven reac- 
tlon Slnce polarizabon of t / ~  are measured uslng the kinematical dlstrlbutlon of then 
decay products, we also construct observables using these whch reflect polarizabon of 
the decaying fermlons themselves We look at the angular dlstribubon of the leptons 
produced in t-decay We show that the angular dlstnbubon of the decay lepton is mde- 
pendent of any posslble anomalous modlficabon of the tbW vertex Independent of the 
production process of t-quark. Thss allows us to construct observables involvlng angu- 
lar dlstnbubon of the decay lepton to probe any possible new physics m any process of 
t-quark producbon On the other hand, the energy distribuhon of the decay lepton, in 
the rest frame of the t-quark, provides us with a probe of the anomalous tb W coupling 
mdependent of the produchon mechamsm of the top In the lab frame, however, it will 
depend upon the produ&on process through the energy-angle distribution of the t- 
quark. We construct asymrnetnes using the momenta of the decaying t-quark and the 
decay lepton or b-quark whch are a measure of the polar~zat.lon of the t-quarks Here 
the leptoruc asymmetry 1s lndependent of anomalous tbW vertex maklng it a robust 
probe of t-quark polarizahon However, the b-quark asymmetry does depend upon 
the anomalous couplmg m t b W vertex Further, the asymmetries w r t the lepton and 
b-quarks are related to each other vla a constant, whch depends upon the anomalous 
tbW couplmgs. %s can be an alternabve way to measure these anomalous couplings 
In the h r d  chapter, we first emphasize the importance of a yy collider 1n the studies 
of Bggs boson We follow this up with a brlef discussion of the photon linear collider 
(PLC) with polanzabon The Higgs boson is produced in s-channel in yy fusion, which 
then decays to several ferrmons and bosons depending upon its mass We first conslder 
a smgle heavy Higgs boson, 0, mth CP-violahng interacbons, decaying into a tf-pair 
The t-quarks further decay serm-leptorucally. Using the charged lepton angular dls- 
tnbubons and the polarization of the iruhal states we construct several asymmetnes 
These asymmetries can be used to determine or constraln the combinabons of form- 
factors appearing in model Independent yy0 and t f 0  verhces In general, there are 
three independent polarization asymmetnes m the reachon yy -+ t f  considered by 
us However, we find that only one of them survive at the level of the decay lepton 
distribuhons, m absence of any lunemahcal cut. With cuts on the polar angle of the 
decay leptons our set of six asymmetries depend on all three independent polariza- 
tion asymmetries Trus set of asymmetries IS inadequate to completely determine the 
form-factors involved in the analysis However, it is possible to measure or constrain 
CP-violahng combinations of form-factors CP-v~olahng MSSM has specific predic- 
hons for these form-factors in terms of it parameters We explore the possiblhhes of 
using these asymmetries to distinguish between the QED contnbubon and the Higgs 
contnbubon for a gven choice of the MSSM parameters We find that wlth an inte- 
grated luminosity of 500 fb-l one can dlshnguish the pure QED from the low tan /3 
regon of the CP-violahng MSSM parameter space Next we analyse the effect of the 
Higgs boson's decay width on our analysis We find that the sensihvlty, of our observ- 
able to the Higgs mteracbons, falls roughly as l/ra Thus the method 1s well sulted 
only for narrow Hlggs bosons, such as occuring in the MSSM We further extend our 
studies to include reallshc spectra for the backscattered laser photon, whch include 
effects of mulhscattering We find that compared to the results for an Ideal photon 
spectrum, t h s  reduces the sensitivity by about a factor 2 
In chapter four, we look at observables involving final state polarlzatlon along with 
the iruttal state polarizabon We study fermion polarizahon as a probe of Hzggs boson 
in the process yy -i ff for f = t, r The ferm~on pair producbon at a PLC occurs 
via gauge boson mteract~ons, whch are chrality conserving The presence of a Higgs 
mediated diagram provides a chrality rmxlng mechanism for fermlon produchon and 
hence it can marufest itself in the polarizahon of the produced fermions We construct 
and calculate few polarizatton asymmetries to probe the Hlggs boson's presence as 
against the pure QED contnbuhon We then draw contours of expected polarizahons 
in the MSSM parameter space for both t-quark and T-leptons We find that the reach 
of the fermion polarizations to probe the MSSM parameters in the tan 0 - m ~ +  plane, 
for the CPX scenario, are complementary at a PLC We use two softwares, CPsuperH 
and FeynHlggs to obtain one loop corrected couplings, masses and decay wldth of 
Higgs bosons m the MSSM The slmilanbes and differences of the results in the two 
approaches are discussed 
In the fifth chapter, we discuss use of transverse polarizahon of the iruhal state over 
the longdxdmal polarizabon to probe new physics The inihal beam polarizahon can 
be of two types (anh-)parallel to the the beam dlrecbon and transverse to the beam 
dire&on The first case is cyl~ndrically symmetric whle the second 1s not The trans- 
verse polanzahon provides an addihonal direchon of reference In the lab frame and 
can be used to probe certam couplings that can not be probed uslng longtudinal po- 
lanzaixon alone To demonstrate thls we conslder the process ese- -+ yZ medlated by 
a CP-violabng triple gauge-boson interachons We find that the transverse polanza- 
bon of iruhal state is necessary to probe a CP-odd and T-odd coupling, such as the one 
proportional to the real part of yyZ coupllng 
In chapter SIX, we look at the Higgs producbon processes at a Linear e+e- collider We 
conslder the process ef e- -t f f ~  for the most general CP-violatmg ZZH and W W H  
vertex llus study is performed for unpolarized irubal state wthout any measurement 
of final state parixcle polanzabons In 2 -+ 3 process ~t is simple to construct observ- 
ables with dxfferent CP and T transformahon properbes using just the momenta of the 
three final state parttcles For the process ef e- -+ ffH mth  f # v we construct sev- 
eral asymmetnes to probe the ZZH vertex to a hlgh degree of accuracy, for a low mass 
Hlggs boson with c m energy of 500 GeV and an Integrated luminosity of 500 fb-l 
In the process ef e- -+ vTH, involving the WWH vertex, the momenta of all the three 
final state parbcles are not available for construcbng any T-odd asymmetry Further 
comphcabon 1s the fact that the ZZH vertex also contributes to this process and gves 
contributions to the constructed observables to probe the anomalous W W H  couplings 
We then obtam the individual limts on each anomalous coupllng by settlng all other 
anomalous couplmg to zero The simultaneous lirmts are also obtained by varying 
all anomalous coupllngs together. We do not have a direct limlt on T-odd anomalous 
WWN coupllngs due to rmsslng neutrinos We briefly analyse the possibility of uslng 
transverse beam polanzahon for the process ef e- --+ V-VH to probe the T-odd W W H  
coupllngs. 
